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2021-08-09 
Product EOL Notice 

PUBLIC 

PRODUCT END-OF-LIFE NOTICE                  
This EOL is after the streamlining of Nordic ID product portfolio and to aligning ordering 
codes. We realize that a product discontinuation may cause some inconvenience to our 
customers. In order to make the transition to the replacement device as smooth as 
possible, our sales and technical support teams are ready to help and to answer any 
questions in relation to our products and solutions. 

AFFECTED AND ALTERNATIVE/REPLACEMENT PRODUCTS 

AFFECTED PRODUCTS 

ANS00001 Nordic ID Special Antenna SA0506 865.6 - 867.6MHz (SMA) 
ANS00002 Nordic ID Special Antenna SA0506 902 - 928 MHz (SMA) 

 

ALTERNATIVE / REPLACEMENT PRODUCTS 

ANS00003 Nordic ID Special Antenna SA0408 865.6 - 867.6MHz (SMA) 
ANS00004 Nordic ID Special Antenna SA0408 902 - 928 MHz (SMA) 

 

EOL TIMELINE 

MILESTONE DEFINITION TIMEFRAME 

EOL 
(End-Of-Life) 

The date when Nordic ID makes a public End-Of-Life (EOL) 
announcement of a product. 

09.08.2021 

LTB 
(Last-time-to-buy) 

The last date to order the product (LTB). The product is no longer for 
sale after this date. 

31.12.2021 

LPS 
(Last-possible-

shipment) 

The last possible date that Nordic ID will ship the affected product. 
Actual shipping date is dependent on lead-time. 

28.02.2022 

EOSOF 
(End-of-software-

maintenance) 

The last date that Nordic ID may release any final software 
maintenance releases or bug fixes. After this date Nordic ID will no 
longer develop, repair, maintain or test the product software. 

N/A 

EOS 
(End-of-services-

and-support) 

The last day to receive service and support for the product. After this 
date, all support services for the product are unavailable and the 
product becomes obsolete. 

31.12.2026 

 
 
Sincerely yours,  
Lluis Bueno 
Product Marketing Manager 
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